Jackson Hole Fall Classic 2018
General Information & Rules

General Information

• Check in is Friday, September 21, Time at the headquarters tent from 5:00-9:00pm

Please have your official team rosters, medical forms and player passes/cards with you.

• Tournament is Friday, Saturday and Sunday, September 21 – 23, 2018

• Only local teams will play on Friday, September 21, 2018

Check-in

1. Team roster needs to be submitted into Got Soccer by Wednesday, September 19th.
2. A team representative is required to present the following information at the Check-in: 4 copies of Official Team Roster (1 for check-in, 3 to be presented to game officials) and current player and coach passes (2018-2019); pass cards must be signed by the state or club registrar. Official roster must match submitted roster.
3. A signed medical release for each player
4. We will not require or request that player birth certificates be presented.
5. Guest players must have medical release and player cards. They must be on submitted tournament roster, and written in on official roster.
6. Approved permission to travel documents for teams not from a USYS Region IV state. This will include permission for out of state guest players.
7. A team which has not presented to a tournament official its roster and passes at the Check-in shall forfeit the first game
8. Check in is on Friday, September 21, 2018 at: Headquarters Tent, 100 Middle School Rd, Jackson, WY 83001, 5:00 to 9:00 pm
9. If you cannot make team check-in please contact Adam Carranza, Adam@jacksonholeyouthsoccer.org.

Game Minimum

• All teams will play a minimum of 3 games

Rules

Format, Roster Size, Guest Players, and Game Times

1. 10U
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1. 7v7
   a. Will play 7v7
   b. Maximum roster size is 15
   c. Maximum guest players allowed is 5
   d. Group play game time is 25 minute halves with no overtime
   e. Elimination game time is 25 minutes halves, no overtime and straight to penalty kicks in event of a tie.
   f. No intentional heading the ball, Intentional heading will result in an in-direct free kick to the opposing team. Kick Off, Corners and throw-ins are taken like normal.
   g. Build Out Lines Enforced –and it is placed equidistant between the penalty area line and the halfway line
   h. The build out line will also be used to denote where offside offenses can be called. Players cannot be penalized for an offside offense between the halfway line and the build out line. Players can be penalized for an offside offence between the build out line and goal line
   i. Punting and drop-kicking is not allowed.
   j. At a goal kick, the opposing team must retreat and remain behind the nearest build out line until the ball is in play. The ball is in play once it has passed out of the penalty area. Any infraction results in a retake of the goal kick. The kicker cannot touch the ball a second time until it has been touched by another player, and the restart for this is an IDK for the other team at the spot of the second touch. Quick kicks may be taken; players from the opposing team inside the build out line must wait for the ball to cross the build out line before engaging in play.
   k. When the goalkeeper has the ball, during play, the opposing team must move behind the build-out line; the goalkeeper cannot punt the ball, they must pass, throw or roll the ball to a teammate, or release it to the ground from where they can kick it. The ball it’s in play when the goalkeeper releases the ball or crossed the build out line, play resumes as normal. Infractions of this rule will result in the goalkeeper back in possession of the ball.

2. 11U
   a. Will play 9v9
   b. Maximum roster size is 18
   c. Maximum guest players allowed is 5
   d. Regulation game time is 25 minute halves with no overtime
   e. Elimination game time is 25 minutes halves, no overtime and straight to penalty kicks in event of a tie.
   f. No intentional heading the ball

3. 12U
   a. Will play 9v9
   b. Maximum roster size is 18
   c. Maximum guest players allowed is 5
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d. Regulation game time is 25 minute halves with no overtime
e. Elimination game time is 25 minutes halves, no overtime and straight to penalty kicks in event of a tie.
f. No intentional heading the ball

4. 13U
   a. Will play 11v11
   b. Maximum roster size is 18
   c. Maximum guest players allowed is 5
   d. Regulation game time is 30 minute halves with no overtime
   e. Elimination game time is 30 minutes halves, no overtime and straight to penalty kicks in event of a tie.

5. 14U
   a. Will play 11v11
   b. Maximum roster size is 18
   c. Maximum guest players allowed is 5
   d. Regulation game time is 30 minute halves with no overtime
   e. Elimination game time is 30 minutes halves, no overtime and straight to penalty kicks in event of a tie.

6. 16U-15U
   a. Will play 11v11
   b. Maximum roster size is 22
   c. Maximum guest players allowed is 5
   d. Regulation game time is 35 minute halves with no overtime
   e. Elimination game time is 35 minutes halves, no overtime and straight to penalty kicks in event of a tie.

7. 17U-19U
   a. Will play 11v11
   b. Maximum roster size is 22
   c. Maximum guest players allowed is 5
   d. Regulation game time is 40 minute halves with no overtime
   e. Elimination game time is 40 minutes halves, no overtime and straight to penalty kicks in event of a tie.

Ejections
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1. Any player or coach sent off or ejected will not be permitted to participate in the remainder of the game and the next scheduled game. The referee will be instructed to retain player pass of any ejected player/coach and once the suspension is completed, the tournament director will return it to the coach. For yellow card, we will follow the WSA policy.

Scoring Tabulation

1. 3 points for a win
2. 1 point for a tie
3. Zero points for a loss

Scoring Tabulation To Determine Bracket Winner

If at the completion of the preliminary round, two or more teams in a flight are tied in total number of points, the team that shall advance shall be determined in the following sequence:

1. Greatest number of points
2. Results of head to head competition between the tied teams.
3. Cumulative goal differential between goals scored and goals allowed in all games played within the team’s flight. Maximum difference allowed is 4 goals per game.
4. Total number of goals scored in all preliminary matches up to four (4) per game
5. Fewest goals against. Fewest goals allowed through all preliminary matches;
6. Greater number of points obtained in the fair play conduct of the teams based on yellow and red cards received in all group matches (the team with less yellow and red cards accumulated during the group matches will advance)

7. Coin flip (Captains and Head Coach will participate).

Dual Registration

1. Dual registration is not allowed, unless otherwise approved by Tournament Director

Substitutions

1. Unlimited substitutions
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2. Prior to your throw in, or the opponent’s throw in if they are substituting
3. Prior to any goal kick.
4. After a goal is scored by either team
5. Injury if play is stopped, one for one

Home Team

1. Team that appears first on the game schedule
2. Home Team will supply the game ball
3. Home Team will be required to wear light colored jersey. Visiting team must wear dark colored jersey. If there’s a color conflict home team must change.

Protests

1. No protests/appeals accepted
2. Referee’s abuse will not be tolerated
3. Only the head coach may respectfully ask for clarification from the referee at the time of calls

Awards

1. Individual awards for first and second place in all divisions
2. Awards will be given directly after championship game

Cancellation Policy

1. The Tournament Director will make the final decision on all disputes regarding the suspension, termination and resumption of play in the best interest of the Jackson Hole Fall Classic Tournament and all participants. If the tournament is cancelled for ANY reasons within or without the control of the Jackson Hole Youth Soccer club, the Tournament Director will determine, in its sole discretion based on specific criteria, if any or all fees will be retained by Jackson Hole Youth Soccer or if any entry fee may be refunded to tournament participants.
2. Cancelled registration refunds will be determined solely by the Tournament Director, and portions of the registration may not be refunded due to administrative expenses in hosting/planning the tournament.

Discipline

1. Any player or coach who is sent off must retire a minimum of 100 yards from the field of play within 60 seconds of being sent off. Any player or coach who is sent off is not permitted to participate in the next scheduled match. The tournament
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committee reserves the right to review the severity of the offense and may add additional games to the suspension. Passes of players or coaches sent off will be held by the Tournament Committee at the main Tournament Headquarters tent and can be picked up after the participant’s sit-out has been served. Passes of participants who are sent off, but who do not have the ability to serve their sit-out, will be forwarded on to the appropriate soccer governing body.

2. Any player or coach receiving a sendoff who plays in or coaches the next scheduled tournament game will cause their team to automatically forfeit that game and the game shall be scored as if abandonment has occurred.

3. Termination of a game by the referee due to behavior of one team in a match will be treated as an abandonment and/or forfeiture by that that team.

AN ASSAULT TO A REFEREE BY A PLAYER, COACH OR SPECTATOR WILL RESULT IN AN EJECTION OF THE TOURNAMENT, AND THE AUTHORITIES WILL BE CONTACTED

ANIMALS, ALCOHOL, TOBACCO AND FIREARMS ARE PROHIBITED AT ALL FIELD LOCATIONS

Referees

1. Jackson Hole Fall Classic will use a certified referee assignor, as well as USSF certified referees, and a 3-man system.

Concussion Procedure and Protocol for Wyoming Soccer Association Events

Concussion: a traumatic brain injury that interferes with normal brain function. Medically, a concussion is a complex, pathophysiological event to the brain that is induced by trauma which may or may not involve a loss of consciousness (LOC). Concussion results in a constellation of physical, cognitive, emotional, and sleep-related symptoms.
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Signs or symptoms may last from several minutes to days, weeks, months or even longer in some cases.

CONCUSSION SIGNS, SYMPTOMS, AND MANAGEMENT AT TRAINING AND COMPETITIONS

**Step 1:** Did a concussion occur?

Evaluate the player and note if any of the following signs and/or symptoms are present:

(1) Dazed look or confusion about what happened.
(2) Memory difficulties.
(3) Neck pain, headaches, nausea, vomiting, double vision, blurriness, ringing noise or sensitive to sounds.
(4) Short attention span. Can’t keep focused.
(5) Slow reaction time, slurred speech, bodily movements are lagging, fatigue, and slowly answers questions or has difficulty answering questions.
(6) Abnormal physical and/or mental behavior.
(7) Coordination skills are behind, ex: balancing, dizziness, clumsiness, reaction time.

**Step 2:** Is emergency treatment needed?

This would include the following scenarios:

(1) Spine or neck injury or pain.
(2) Behavior patterns change, unable to recognize people/places, less responsive than usual.
(3) Loss of consciousness.
(4) Headaches that worsen
(5) Seizures
(6) Very drowsy, can’t be awakened
(7) Repeated vomiting
(8) Increasing confusion or irritability
Step 3: If a possible concussion occurred, but no emergency treatment is needed, what should be done now?

Focus on these areas every 5-10 min for the next 1 - 2 hours, without returning to any activities:

(1) Balance, movement.
(2) Speech.
(3) Memory, instructions, and responses.
(4) Attention on topics, details, confusion, ability to concentrate.
(5) State of consciousness
(6) Mood, behavior, and personality
(7) Headache or “pressure” in head
(8) Nausea or vomiting
(9) Sensitivity to light and noise

Step 4: A player diagnosed with a possible concussion may return to Wyoming Soccer play only after release from a medical doctor or doctor of osteopathy specializing in concussion treatment and management.

Step 5: If there is a possibility of a concussion, do the following:

(1) The attached Concussion Notification Form is to be filled out in duplicate and signed by a team official of the player’s team
(2) If the player is able to do so, have the player sign and date the Form. If the player is not able to sign, note on the player’s signature line “unavailable”.
(3) If a parent/legal guardian of the player is present, have the parent/legal guardian sign and date the Form, and give the parent/legal guardian one of the copies of the completed Form. If the parent/legal guardian is not present, then the team official is responsible for notifying the parent/legal guardian ASAP by phone or email and then submitting the Form to the parent/legal guardian by email or mail. When the parent/legal guardian is not present, the team official must make a record of how and when the parent/legal guardian was notified. The notification will include a request for the
parent/legal guardian to provide confirmation and completion of the Concussion Notification Form whether in writing or electronically.

(4) The team official must also get the player’s pass from the referee, and attach it to the copy of the form retained by the team.

_Designated home and away areas, Home parents/away parents to be across from their benches._

_Jackson Hole Youth Soccer agrees to abide by the rules and regulations set forth by the Wyoming Soccer Association. As such any violation of these rules will be evaluated by tournament staff._
Possible Concussion Notification
For US Youth Soccer Events

Today, __________________________, 2018, at the _________________________ [insert name of event], _________________________ [insert player’s name] received a possible concussion during practice or competition. US Youth Soccer and Staff want to make you aware of this possibility and signs and symptoms that may arise which may require further evaluation and/or treatment.

It is common for a concussed child or young adult to have one or many concussion symptoms. There are four types of symptoms: physical, cognitive, emotional, and sleep.

If your daughter or son starts to show signs of these symptoms, or there any other symptoms you notice about the behavior or conduct of your son or daughter, you should consider seeking immediate medical attention:

- Memory difficulties
- Headaches that worsen
- Vomiting
- Focus issues
- Seizures
- Weakness/numbness in arms/legs
- Neck pain
- Odd behavior
- Fatigued
- Irregular sleep
- Patterns
- Slurred speech
- Delicate to light or noise
- Repeats the same answer or question
- Slow reactions
- Irritability
- Less responsive than usual

Please take the necessary precautions and seek a professional medical opinion before allowing your daughter or son to participate further. Until a professional medical opinion is provided, please consider the following guidelines:

- refraining from participation in any activities the day of, and the day after, the occurrence.
- refraining from taking any medicine unless (1) current medicine, prescribed or authorized, is permitted to be continued to be taken, and (2) any other medicine is prescribed by a licensed health care professional.
- refraining from cognitive activities requiring concentration cognitive activities such as TV, video games, computer work, and text messaging if they are causing symptoms.

If you are unclear and have questions about the above symptoms, please contact a medical doctor or doctor of osteopathy who specializes in concussion treatment and management. Please be advised that a player who suffers a concussion may not return to play until there is provided a signed clearance from a medical doctor or doctor of osteopathy who specializes in concussion treatment and management.

Player’s Team: ____________________________________________
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Age Group: ______________________________________

Player Name: ____________________________________ Gender: _______

Player Signature: __________________________ Date: ____________

Parent/Legal Guardian Signature: ______ Date: ____________

Team Official Signature: ______________________ Date: ____________

By inserting my name and date and returning this Notification Form, I confirm that I have been provided with, and acknowledge that, I have read the information contained in the Form. If returning the signed Form by mail, send it to the following address:
9220 World Cup Way, Frisco, TX 75034. If returning this Form by email, send it to the following address: nationaloffice@usyouthsoccer.org.
US Youth Soccer Notification: Yes No If yes, method and recipient: _________________________
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